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Automatically checkable / with formal semantics
Current situation in the ATP world
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Independent reproving of logical entailments is still very useful
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Proofs and refutations, and Z3 [de Moura & Bjørner 08]
- reports on memory overhead / performance slowdown
- proof reconstruction is challenging [Böhme 09]
Why don’t we have the nice proofs yet? [BMF15]:

1. low priority of the proof output effort amongst other development tasks,
2. differences of opinion on what features should be included in the standard,
3. and the overhead connected with switching from the currently adopted approach to a different one.
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Competitions help!

— Common knowledge

Could they help more? Should competitions require checkable proofs?

Can ARCADE help? We need a community-led approach, you are the community.
Q1
What are the main hurdles preventing us from having *Checkable Proofs for First-Order Theorem Proving*?

Q2
What should be the next steps to see this challenge realized in the near future?

Q3
Is more research on the theoretical side needed, or are we simply struggling because too many people would need to agree on too many details and commit to the subsequently?